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1994 Northridge Earthquake1994 Northridge Earthquake

57 persons killed57 persons killed

$40 billion in property damage$40 billion in property damage

Considered a Considered a ““moderatemoderate”” earthquake earthquake 

Magnitude 6.7, 15 second intense shakingMagnitude 6.7, 15 second intense shaking

SeismologySeismology

Study of the propagation of Study of the propagation of 
mechanical energy released by mechanical energy released by 
earthquakes.earthquakes.

When energy is released in this When energy is released in this 
fashion, waves of motion (like the fashion, waves of motion (like the 
effect of a pebble tossed into a pond) effect of a pebble tossed into a pond) 
are set up in the Earth.are set up in the Earth.
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EarthquakesEarthquakes
earthquakeearthquake: movement of rock : movement of rock 
bodies past otherbodies past other

faultfault: locus of the earthquake : locus of the earthquake 
movementmovement

faults come at all scales, mm to faults come at all scales, mm to 
separation of lithospheric plates separation of lithospheric plates 
((e.g.e.g., San Andreas)., San Andreas).

Earthquake termsEarthquake terms

focusfocus:  site of initial rupture:  site of initial rupture
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Focus = point 
where an 
earthquake 
originates

Earthquake termsEarthquake terms

focusfocus:  site of initial rupture:  site of initial rupture

epicenterepicenter:  point on surface above :  point on surface above 
the focusthe focus
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Seismic Waves Radiate from the Seismic Waves Radiate from the 
Focus of an EarthquakeFocus of an Earthquake

Eric Marti/AP Photo

EarthquakesEarthquakes

Most damage 
from ground 

shaking
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Chile, May 22, 1960Chile, May 22, 1960
Magnitude 9.6 Magnitude 9.6 
earthquake, the earthquake, the 
largest earthquake largest earthquake 
ever recordedever recorded
The city of Valdivia The city of Valdivia 
suffered suffered 
catastrophic catastrophic 
damagedamage
Severe shaking Severe shaking 
lasted for over 15 lasted for over 15 
minutesminutes
Coastal areas Coastal areas 
subsidedsubsided

The earth ruptured The earth ruptured 
for 450 miles along for 450 miles along 
the Chile coastthe Chile coast
The area of rupture The area of rupture 
was the size of was the size of 
CaliforniaCalifornia

Chile, May 22, 1960Chile, May 22, 1960
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Elastic Rebound TheoryElastic Rebound Theory

Elastic Rebound TheoryElastic Rebound Theory
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Elastic Rebound TheoryElastic Rebound Theory

Elastic Rebound TheoryElastic Rebound Theory
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Elastic ReboundElastic Rebound

1906 San Francisco Earthquake1906 San Francisco Earthquake
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Fault Trace

Fault Offset
(~2.5m)

1906 San Francisco Earthquake1906 San Francisco Earthquake

Seismic wavesSeismic waves
Waves are started because of initial Waves are started because of initial 
tension or compression in the rock.  tension or compression in the rock.  

Instruments used to measure these Instruments used to measure these 
waves are called seismographs.waves are called seismographs.
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Seismographs Record Vertical or Seismographs Record Vertical or 
Horizontal Ground MotionHorizontal Ground Motion

Vertical Horizontal

Kinematics

Modern 
Seismograph
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Scientists Want Your Scientists Want Your MacBookMacBook for for 
Earthquake DetectionEarthquake Detection

Use sensors built into many new laptops Use sensors built into many new laptops 
that sense when the computer is being that sense when the computer is being 
dropped as earthquake monitorsdropped as earthquake monitors
Seismologists hope to sign up thousands Seismologists hope to sign up thousands 
of users to act like a grid of detectors that of users to act like a grid of detectors that 
can sense an earthquake before it does can sense an earthquake before it does 
too much damagetoo much damage
Give people 10 or 20 seconds to take Give people 10 or 20 seconds to take 
sheltershelter

Seismograph Record and Pathway Seismograph Record and Pathway 
of Three Types of Seismic Waves of Three Types of Seismic Waves 
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Two kinds of waves from earthquakesTwo kinds of waves from earthquakes

P wavesP waves (compressional) 6(compressional) 6––8 km/s.  8 km/s.  
Parallel to direction of movement (slinky), Parallel to direction of movement (slinky), 
also called primary waves.   Similar to also called primary waves.   Similar to 
sound waves.sound waves.

S wavesS waves (shear) 4(shear) 4––5 km/s.  Perpendicular 5 km/s.  Perpendicular 
to direction of movement (rope); also called to direction of movement (rope); also called 
secondary waves.  Result from the shear secondary waves.  Result from the shear 
strength of materials.  Do not pass through strength of materials.  Do not pass through 
liquids.liquids.

PP--WaveWave
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Two kinds of waves from earthquakesTwo kinds of waves from earthquakes

P wavesP waves (compressional) 6(compressional) 6––8 km/s.  8 km/s.  
Parallel to direction of movement (slinky), Parallel to direction of movement (slinky), 
also called primary waves.   Similar to also called primary waves.   Similar to 
sound waves.sound waves.

S wavesS waves (shear) 4(shear) 4––5 km/s.  Perpendicular 5 km/s.  Perpendicular 
to direction of movement (rope); also called to direction of movement (rope); also called 
secondary waves.  Result from the shear secondary waves.  Result from the shear 
strength of materials.  Do not pass through strength of materials.  Do not pass through 
liquids.liquids.

SS--WaveWave
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Comparison Comparison 
of of 

PP--wave and wave and 
SS--wave wave 
MotionMotion

Two Types of Surface WavesTwo Types of Surface Waves
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Seismic Wave MotionSeismic Wave Motion
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Time Lag Between S and P waves Time Lag Between S and P waves 
with Distance from Epicenterwith Distance from Epicenter

Seismic TravelSeismic Travel--time Curvetime Curve
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Locating the EpicenterLocating the Epicenter

Locating an epicenterLocating an epicenter

The difference between the arrival The difference between the arrival 
times of the P and S waves at a times of the P and S waves at a 
recording station is a function of the recording station is a function of the 
distance from the epicenter.distance from the epicenter.

Therefore, you need three stations to Therefore, you need three stations to 
determine the location of an epicenter.determine the location of an epicenter.
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Depth of FocusDepth of Focus

Seismic waves Seismic waves 
complex mix of P, S complex mix of P, S 
and R wavesand R waves
Subtle differences Subtle differences 
in types of P and S in types of P and S 
waves allows waves allows 
estimate of depth of estimate of depth of 
earthquake focusearthquake focus
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Material AmplificationMaterial Amplification

Measuring the force of earthquakesMeasuring the force of earthquakes

1.  1.  Surface displacementSurface displacement

1964 Alaska earthquake displaced some 1964 Alaska earthquake displaced some 
parts of the seafloor by ~ 50 ft.parts of the seafloor by ~ 50 ft.

1906 San Francisco earthquake moved the 1906 San Francisco earthquake moved the 
ground ~8.5 ft.ground ~8.5 ft.

2.  2.  Size of area displacedSize of area displaced
Alaska Alaska —— 70,000 sq. miles70,000 sq. miles
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Measuring the force of earthquakesMeasuring the force of earthquakes

3.  3.  Duration of shakingDuration of shaking
Up to tens of secondsUp to tens of seconds

4.  4.  Intensity scales Intensity scales 
Based on damage and human perceptionBased on damage and human perception

5.  5.  Magnitude scalesMagnitude scales
Based on amount of energy releasedBased on amount of energy released

Modified Modified MercalliMercalli Intensity ScaleIntensity Scale
II Not feltNot felt
IIII Felt only by persons at restFelt only by persons at rest
IIIIII––IVIV Felt by persons indoors onlyFelt by persons indoors only
VV––VIVI Felt by all; some damage to plaster, chimneysFelt by all; some damage to plaster, chimneys
VIIVII People run outdoors, damage to poorly built structuresPeople run outdoors, damage to poorly built structures
VIIIVIII WellWell--built structures slightly damaged; poorly built structures built structures slightly damaged; poorly built structures 

suffer major damagesuffer major damage
IXIX Buildings shifted off foundationsBuildings shifted off foundations
XX Some wellSome well--built structures destroyedbuilt structures destroyed
XIXI Few masonry structures remain standing; bridges destroyedFew masonry structures remain standing; bridges destroyed
XIIXII Damage total; waves seen on ground; objects thrown into airDamage total; waves seen on ground; objects thrown into air
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Richter scaleRichter scale
Richter scale:  amount of energy received 100 km Richter scale:  amount of energy received 100 km 
from epicenterfrom epicenter

Largest quake ever recorded = 9.6  (rocks not Largest quake ever recorded = 9.6  (rocks not 
strong enough for more).strong enough for more).

Earthquakes less than M = 2 are not felt by people.Earthquakes less than M = 2 are not felt by people.

Scale is Scale is logarithmiclogarithmic::

Increase 1 unit = 10 times greater shakingIncrease 1 unit = 10 times greater shaking

Increase 1 unit = 30 times greater energyIncrease 1 unit = 30 times greater energy

Maximum Amplitude of Maximum Amplitude of 
Ground Shaking Determines Ground Shaking Determines 

Richter Magnitude Richter Magnitude 
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Richter Magnitude Versus EnergyRichter Magnitude Versus Energy

December 26, 2004December 26, 2004
Earthquake off SumatraEarthquake off Sumatra
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Earthquake Focus
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Subsidence in Banda AcehSubsidence in Banda Aceh

Subsidence Subsidence 
in Banda in Banda 

AcehAceh
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TsunamiTsunami
Series of very 

long-wavelength 
waves on the 

ocean

= “tidal wave”

Has nothing to do 
with tides

/

TsunamiTsunami
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Generation of a TsunamiGeneration of a Tsunami
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Tsunami waves Tsunami waves 

Very small out in the open oceanVery small out in the open ocean
Amplitude of only ~ 1 meterAmplitude of only ~ 1 meter
Very long wavelengths (up to 100 km)Very long wavelengths (up to 100 km)
Travel very fast (as much as 500 mph)Travel very fast (as much as 500 mph)
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Tsunami waves Tsunami waves 

When waves reach shallow water, they When waves reach shallow water, they 
"feel" the shallow bottom, just like "feel" the shallow bottom, just like 
ordinary waves, and they slow down (to ordinary waves, and they slow down (to 
2020--30 mph)30 mph)
Because of the massive energy, this Because of the massive energy, this 
slowdown causes them to build up very slowdown causes them to build up very 
high (up to 50high (up to 50--100 m)100 m)
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December 26, 2004December 26, 2004
Tsunami in Indian OceanTsunami in Indian Ocean
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Hilo: May 23, 1960Hilo: May 23, 1960

Maximum inundation in Hilo (along the Maximum inundation in Hilo (along the WailoaWailoa
River) exceeded half a mile.River) exceeded half a mile.
Maximum wave height at Hilo was 11 m (36Maximum wave height at Hilo was 11 m (36 ftft))
61 people died.61 people died.

Japan: May 24, 1960, 22 hours after the Japan: May 24, 1960, 22 hours after the 
earthquake (7 hours after the Hilo tragedy)earthquake (7 hours after the Hilo tragedy)

The tsunami killed 200 people in JapanThe tsunami killed 200 people in Japan
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Hilo after 1946 tsunami

1952 Tsunami
wave passing
under bridge
at HaleiwaKaiaka Bay
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1946 tsunami -- Hilo harbor: 159 fatalities

Beach in Laie, O`ahu before tsunami
generated by 1957 quake in Aleutians
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RunupRunup
Maximum height above sea level Maximum height above sea level 
reached by a tsunami when it reached by a tsunami when it 
reaches shorereaches shore

Inundation Inundation 
Horizontal distance from the normal Horizontal distance from the normal 
water's edge reached by a tsunamiwater's edge reached by a tsunami
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2000
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Tsunami can be generated by any Tsunami can be generated by any 
process that displaces a large process that displaces a large 

amount of water:  amount of water:  

SubSub--sea earthquakessea earthquakes
Giant landslides Giant landslides 
Volcanic eruptionsVolcanic eruptions
Meteorite impactsMeteorite impacts

DART DART --
DeepDeep--ocean ocean 
Assessment Assessment 

and and 
Reporting of Reporting of 

Tsunamis Tsunamis 
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First information First information 
available about the available about the 
source of the tsunami is source of the tsunami is 
seismicseismic
As the tsunami wave As the tsunami wave 
propagates across the propagates across the 
ocean ocean 

Reaches a DART that Reaches a DART that 
records sea levelrecords sea level
Information sent by Information sent by 
satellite to satellite to Tsunami Tsunami 
Warning CentersWarning Centers
Information processed to Information processed to 
refined estimate of refined estimate of 
tsunami source tsunami source 

Results in increasingly Results in increasingly 
accurate forecast of the accurate forecast of the 
tsunamitsunami

Information used to issue Information used to issue 
watches, warnings or watches, warnings or 
evacuationsevacuations
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Earthquake predictionEarthquake prediction
Long termLong term——imprecise (can be imprecise (can be 

done)done)

Short termShort term——precise (very difficult)precise (very difficult)

We can't stop earthquakes, so we We can't stop earthquakes, so we 
have to be prepared for them.have to be prepared for them.
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New Housing 
Built Along the 
1906 Trace of 

the San 
Andreas Fault

R.E. Wallace, USGS

Seismic 
Hazard 

Map
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Distribution of earthquakes Distribution of earthquakes 
Not randomNot random

Focused in linear zonesFocused in linear zones

World Seismicity, 1963World Seismicity, 1963––20002000
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Earthquake distribution definesEarthquake distribution defines
plate boundariesplate boundaries

Earthquake CycleEarthquake Cycle
Long period of seismic Long period of seismic 
inactivity after major inactivity after major 
earthquake/after shocksearthquake/after shocks
Increased seismicity Increased seismicity 
accumulated accumulated elasticelastic strain strain 
approaches and locally approaches and locally 
exceeds rock strengthexceeds rock strength
Series of foreshocks hours Series of foreshocks hours 
or days before a large or days before a large 
earthquakeearthquake

May or may not occurMay or may not occur

EarthquakeEarthquake
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Earthquakes Caused by Human ActivityEarthquakes Caused by Human Activity
ReservoirReservoir--induced seismicityinduced seismicity

Loading of EarthLoading of Earth’’s crust by weight of waters crust by weight of water
Fracture zones activated by weight of waterFracture zones activated by weight of water

Deep waste disposalDeep waste disposal
Disposal of waste water deep in the EarthDisposal of waste water deep in the Earth
Water may produce slippage in fractured rockWater may produce slippage in fractured rock

Rocky Mountain Arsenal pumping waste from chemical Rocky Mountain Arsenal pumping waste from chemical 
weapons into well 3,600 m deep weapons into well 3,600 m deep –– should we worry more should we worry more 
about the waste than an earthquake?about the waste than an earthquake?

Nuclear explosionsNuclear explosions
Underground nuclear testsUnderground nuclear tests

Clandestine Underground Nuclear TestsClandestine Underground Nuclear Tests

Seismic signatures can differentiate Seismic signatures can differentiate 
underground nuclear tests from earthquakesunderground nuclear tests from earthquakes
Clearly shown in 1998 when India and Pakistan Clearly shown in 1998 when India and Pakistan 
performed clandestine underground nuclear performed clandestine underground nuclear 
teststests
Forensic SeismologyForensic Seismology
Seismic signaturesSeismic signatures

Clearly differentClearly different
Can estimate size of explosionCan estimate size of explosion
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Effects of EarthquakeEffects of Earthquake
Large earthquakes can produce Large earthquakes can produce 

Violent ground shakingViolent ground shaking
Surface rupture Surface rupture →→ fault scarpfault scarp
Surface displacementsSurface displacements

HilinaHilina PaliPali Fault SystemFault System
The The HilinaHilina PaliPali fault fault 
system has been system has been 
interpreted as fault scarp interpreted as fault scarp 
of an active landslideof an active landslide
Giant landslides have Giant landslides have 
been identified elsewhere been identified elsewhere 
in Hawaiin Hawai‘‘i, and on other i, and on other 
volcanic islands on volcanic islands on 
observations of oceanobservations of ocean--
facing fault scarps and facing fault scarps and 
large chaotic seafloor large chaotic seafloor 
debris fansdebris fans
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HilinaHilina PaliPali Fault SystemFault System

View to the east down View to the east down HilinaHilina PaliPali, a 1700' south, a 1700' south--facing facing 
normal fault scarp allowing the gravitational collapse normal fault scarp allowing the gravitational collapse 
of Kilauea's unsupported south flank of Kilauea's unsupported south flank 

HilinaHilina PaliPali Fault SystemFault System
The The HilinaHilina PaliPali fault scarp, fault scarp, 
HoleiHolei PaliPali, , PulamaPulama PaliPali and and 
others form a giant staircase others form a giant staircase 
up the south flank of up the south flank of 
Kilauea's shieldKilauea's shield
These faults are typical of These faults are typical of 
Hawaiian shield volcanoes, Hawaiian shield volcanoes, 
which usually prove too weak which usually prove too weak 
to support their own weight to support their own weight 
despite their low aspectdespite their low aspect
Kauai, for example, lost a Kauai, for example, lost a 
third of its third of its subaerialsubaerial mass to mass to 
failures along such faultsfailures along such faults

The highly eroded Na The highly eroded Na PaliPali
Coast is an enormous scarp of Coast is an enormous scarp of 
this type this type 
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Hawaiian LandslidesHawaiian Landslides
Volcanic activity and gentle erosionVolcanic activity and gentle erosion

Not the only forces to shape the Hawaiian islands Not the only forces to shape the Hawaiian islands 

Landslide debris has been mapped off all islands Landslide debris has been mapped off all islands 
Enormous amounts of material have traveled great Enormous amounts of material have traveled great 
distancesdistances

Indicates that the slides were truly catastrophic Indicates that the slides were truly catastrophic 

The The NuuanuNuuanu and and WailauWailau landslides tore the volcanoes landslides tore the volcanoes 
forming eastern Oahu and northern Molokai in halfforming eastern Oahu and northern Molokai in half

Deposited blocks now recognized as seamounts Deposited blocks now recognized as seamounts 

Tsunamis generated during these slides would have Tsunamis generated during these slides would have 
been devastating around the entire Pacific Basin been devastating around the entire Pacific Basin 
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PaliPali above above Kane'oheKane'ohe Bay on Oahu: the slideBay on Oahu: the slide--scarp of scarp of 
the the NuuanuNuuanu landslidelandslide
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Effects of EarthquakeEffects of Earthquake
LiquefactionLiquefaction

Transformation of waterTransformation of water--saturated granular saturated granular 
materials to a liquid statematerials to a liquid state
Can affect the stability of ground and cause Can affect the stability of ground and cause 
extensive damage to building during extensive damage to building during 
earthquakesearthquakes

Dry Compaction and LiquefactionDry Compaction and Liquefaction
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Effects of EarthquakeEffects of Earthquake
LandslidesLandslides

Slope failureSlope failure

FiresFires
Breaking electrical or gas linesBreaking electrical or gas lines
Water lines may also breakWater lines may also break

DiseaseDisease
Rupture sewer lines, raise dust containing Rupture sewer lines, raise dust containing 
sporesspores

Regional changes in land elevationRegional changes in land elevation
Subsidence in coastal regions can cause Subsidence in coastal regions can cause 
floodingflooding

Forecasting Earthquakes

・ Difference between Predictions and Forecasts

・ Early Efforts in Earthquake Prediction

・ Long-term Forecasting
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Earthquake Predictions versus Forecasts

Predictions have specific times, locations, and magnitudes
for future earthquakes.  

Forecasts are more long-term estimates of earthquake
occurrences with probability information. 

Short-term    (minutes to weeks)

Intermediate (months to 10 years )

Long-term       (> 10 years)

Forecast Loading Cycle

Interseismic

Preseismic

Coseismic

Postseismic
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1. Time
2. Location
3. Magnitude

What is needed in an earthquake prediction ?
Frequency of Occurrence of Earthquakes 

1,300,0001,300,000
(estimated)(estimated)2 2 -- 2.9 2.9 Very Very 

Minor Minor 

130,000130,000
(estimated)(estimated)3 3 -- 3.9 3.9 Minor Minor 

13,00013,000
(estimated)(estimated)4 4 -- 4.9 4.9 Light Light 

1319 1319 5 5 -- 5.9 5.9 Moderate Moderate 
134  134  6 6 -- 6.9 6.9 Strong Strong 
17  17  7 7 -- 7.9 7.9 Major Major 

1 1 8 and 8 and 
higherhigher

GreatGreat

Average Average 
Annually Annually Magnitude Magnitude Descriptor Descriptor 

1. Time
2. Location
3. Magnitude
4. Indication of confidence (window)
5. Prediction must be presented in accessible 

form for later evaluation
6. Chance earthquake occurs anyway as a 

random event

What is needed in an earthquake prediction ?
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‘Now, when will earthquake prediction be possible and an efficient 
Forewarning service available ? …if we start the project presented 
here we should be able to answer the question with sufficient certainty 
within ten years.’

The Japanese Blueprint (Tsuboi et al, 1962)

‘Based on an assessment of worldwide observations and findings over the 
past few years, it is the panel’s unanimous opinion that the development 
of an effective earthquake prediction capability is an achievable goal.  
…with appropriate commitment and level of effort, the routine announcement 
of reliable predictions may be possible within ten years…’

Panel of the US National Research Council (Allen et al., 1976)

Optimism in the 1960’s and 1970’s

In actuality:  Can only forecast earthquakes and 
mitigate hazard

Earthquake Risk and PredictionEarthquake Risk and Prediction

Can only now give probability of Can only now give probability of 
earthquake of certain magnitude occurring earthquake of certain magnitude occurring 
at given location within a period of timeat given location within a period of time
Probabilistic forecastingProbabilistic forecasting

Helps planners make recommendations for Helps planners make recommendations for 
building safetybuilding safety

ShortShort--term prediction not reliableterm prediction not reliable
Cannot specify time and place for given eventCannot specify time and place for given event
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Regional Earthquake Hazard MapRegional Earthquake Hazard Map

Require lots of dataRequire lots of data
Restricted to regions of active seismicityRestricted to regions of active seismicity
Where these maps are neededWhere these maps are needed

Assist in development of building codes Assist in development of building codes 
and in insurance ratesand in insurance rates

≥≥M 6.7 M 6.7 –– 20032003--20322032

Combined probably of Combined probably of 
62%62%

At least one earthquake At least one earthquake 
M 6M 6--7 before 20327 before 2032

Faults also classified Faults also classified 
based on slip rate and based on slip rate and 
maximum movement maximum movement 
magnitudemagnitude

Potential for damagePotential for damage
Rather than Rather than 
active/inactiveactive/inactive
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Where Will Damage Occur?Where Will Damage Occur?

Seismic energy Seismic energy 
transmitted differently transmitted differently 
through different through different 
geologic materialsgeologic materials
Can be smallCan be small--scale scale 
differences in damagedifferences in damage

Different blockDifferent block--toto--blockblock
GroundGround--penetrating penetrating 
radar can give some radar can give some 
clues to local geologyclues to local geology
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ShortShort--Term Earthquake PredictionTerm Earthquake Prediction

Observations that may lead to predictionObservations that may lead to prediction
Patterns and frequency of earthquakesPatterns and frequency of earthquakes

ForeshocksForeshocks

PrePre--seismic deformationseismic deformation
Emission of radon gasEmission of radon gas
Seismic gaps along faultsSeismic gaps along faults

Patterns and Frequency of EarthquakesPatterns and Frequency of Earthquakes

Anomalous rates of uplift and subsidenceAnomalous rates of uplift and subsidence
Can be over several years before the eventCan be over several years before the event
Can also occur suddenly and immediately Can also occur suddenly and immediately 
precede earthquakeprecede earthquake

Patterns may be useful locallyPatterns may be useful locally
Help predict earthquakes in given regionHelp predict earthquakes in given region
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Emission of Radon GasEmission of Radon Gas

Radioactive noble gas formed from the Radioactive noble gas formed from the 
decay of radiumdecay of radium

Naturally occurring radium is a product of the Naturally occurring radium is a product of the 
decay chain of uraniumdecay chain of uranium

If rock expands and fracturesIf rock expands and fractures
Allows the radon to leak to surfaceAllows the radon to leak to surface

Significant increase in dissolved radon in Significant increase in dissolved radon in 
water wells ~month before the 1995 water wells ~month before the 1995 
earthquake in Kobe, Japanearthquake in Kobe, Japan

Seismic GapsSeismic Gaps

Lack of earthquake or seismic activity Lack of earthquake or seismic activity 
along an active faultalong an active fault

May signify buildMay signify build--up of strainup of strain
When released could cause large earthquakeWhen released could cause large earthquake

Useful predictor of moderate earthquakes Useful predictor of moderate earthquakes 
along tectonic plate marginsalong tectonic plate margins
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120˚W

120˚W

110˚W

110˚W

100˚W

100˚W

90˚W

90˚W

80˚W

80˚W

70˚W

70˚W

30˚N 30˚N

40˚N 40˚N

50˚N 50˚N

VI
VII
VIII
IX

X-XII

Intensity

Prepared by:
USGS National Earthquake Information Center

Data Source:
Seismicity of the United States, 1750 - 1989
Preliminary Determination of Epicenters, 1990 - 1996

US Earthquakes Causing Damage

1750 - 1996

Modified Mercalli Intensity VI - XII

160˚W

160˚W

20˚N 20˚N

Hawaiian Earthquakes Causing Damage

USGS National Earthquake Information Center
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Earthquake Hazard InformationEarthquake Hazard Information
United States Geological Survey has lots of United States Geological Survey has lots of 
information on earthquake hazardsinformation on earthquake hazards

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/hazmaps/haz101/http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/hazmaps/haz101/

Earthquake hazardEarthquake hazard--reduction programsreduction programs
Develop an understanding of the earthquake sourceDevelop an understanding of the earthquake source

Understand physics and mechanical behavior of faultsUnderstand physics and mechanical behavior of faults

Determine earthquake potentialDetermine earthquake potential
Characterizing seismically active regionsCharacterizing seismically active regions

Predict effects of earthquakesPredict effects of earthquakes
Predict ground rupture and shaking as well as predicting how buiPredict ground rupture and shaking as well as predicting how building lding 
will respond and potential loss of lifewill respond and potential loss of life

Apply research resultsApply research results
Transfer knowledge effectively to publicTransfer knowledge effectively to public

Earthquake Warning SystemsEarthquake Warning Systems
EarlyEarly--warning system that detects earthquakes warning system that detects earthquakes 
immediately after they take placeimmediately after they take place

Inform people that the ground is about to start shaking Inform people that the ground is about to start shaking 
System detects PSystem detects P--waveswaves

Informs people that the destructive SInforms people that the destructive S--waves are comingwaves are coming
In JapanIn Japan

Seismic instruments at around 1,000 locationsSeismic instruments at around 1,000 locations
Notifies directly railways and factoriesNotifies directly railways and factories
Information via TV, radio and public announcementsInformation via TV, radio and public announcements

Public can contract direct servicePublic can contract direct service
EarlyEarly--warning system has limitswarning system has limits

Advance warning of tremors is shortAdvance warning of tremors is short
10 seconds to a minute10 seconds to a minute

If an earthquake strikes nearby, may not be time for warningIf an earthquake strikes nearby, may not be time for warning
Sometimes mistake lightning for a temblor Sometimes mistake lightning for a temblor 
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Not much timeNot much time……
While a few seconds may not sound like much While a few seconds may not sound like much 
time, it is enough fortime, it is enough for
School children to dive under a deskSchool children to dive under a desk
Gas and electric companies to shut down or Gas and electric companies to shut down or 
isolate systemsisolate systems
Phone companies to reroute trafficPhone companies to reroute traffic
Airports to halt takeoffs and landingsAirports to halt takeoffs and landings
Emergency providers to pinpoint probable Emergency providers to pinpoint probable 
trouble areastrouble areas
Perhaps enough time to save some livesPerhaps enough time to save some lives
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Personal Earthquake Detectors!Personal Earthquake Detectors!
SOS-LIFE Earthquake early warning system. Quake Alarm. Earth 
Quake detector.

The main characteristics of the SOS-LIFE earthquake early warning and detection system:

- Digital equipment, independent from any other source, equipped with an alarm, in case a major 
earthquake occurs.
- Has the possibility to manually activate a switch for sending of International SOS distress signals (an 
acoustic SOS signal), if the user is under ruins of a crashed building due to a major earthquake.
- For extreme situations, the earthquake early warning device is equipped with rechargeable batteries.
- Testing function.
- Different colored lights, indicating the following statuses: "Earthquake Alarm" , "OK Status" and "Low 
Battery " .
- Very powerful (Loud) imminent earthquake warning alarm (85 dB).
- The SOS-LIFE earth quake early warning system is equipped with a string, making the device's 
transportation accessible upon a person, in case of a major earth quake.

http://www.lamit.ro/earthquake-early-warning-system.htm

Seismic Building CodesSeismic Building Codes
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Seismic Building CodesSeismic Building Codes
Seismic building codes result in earthquake-resistant 
buildings

Not earthquake-proof buildings
Seismic codes are intended to protect people inside 
buildings

Prevent collapse
Allow safe evacuation

Structures built according to code should
Resist minor earthquakes undamaged
Resist moderate earthquakes without significant structural 
damage
Resist severe earthquakes without collapse. 

Codes only recently began to address mitigation of 
nonstructural, or content, hazards in buildings, which 
can cause casualties and expensive damage

Seismic Building CodesSeismic Building Codes
Building Collapse is not the only problem

Even if a building does not collapse in an earthquake, it can 
still seriously hurt or kill people 

Buildings are full of nonstructural components such as 
light fixtures, heating ducts, windows, etc. that can fall 
on people or block escape routes. 
Also plaster, falling bricks, window glass, or the 
facades of buildings can seriously injure people 
walking by or exiting a building
The contents and interiors of code-compliant buildings 
may be extensively damaged in an earthquake

So even code-compliant buildings may not be functional until 
repairs and clean-up are completed
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Seismic Building CodesSeismic Building Codes
Newer Buildings are generally safer than older 
buildings

Built under more advanced codes, newer buildings are 
usually (but not always) safer than older buildings

Older buildings are frequently not seismically safe
Generally seismic codes did not come into wide use in the 
eastern U.S. until the early or mid 1990’s
In the western U.S., seismic codes made substantial 
improvements in construction as early as the mid 1970’s
Buildings constructed prior to these dates in each area are 
probably not seismically safe

Retrofitting buildings to achieve seismic resistance is 
possible but is often costly
Seismic codes vary greatly across the US – seismic 
hazard maps

May 2008 M 7.9 China's southwestern May 2008 M 7.9 China's southwestern 
province of Sichuan province of Sichuan 

JuyuanJuyuan Middle School, about 60 miles from the Middle School, about 60 miles from the 
epicenter was one of several schools that collapsedepicenter was one of several schools that collapsed
Constructing a building to resist a M 7Constructing a building to resist a M 7--8 quake is 8 quake is 
possible but adds 7possible but adds 7--8% in costs8% in costs
Most seismologists indicate that China's quake code is Most seismologists indicate that China's quake code is 
adequate, if not the most upadequate, if not the most up--toto--datedate
In Turkey's 1999 earthquake, building codes were In Turkey's 1999 earthquake, building codes were 
excellentexcellent

But "fly by night builders" had erected buildings using But "fly by night builders" had erected buildings using 
"extremely poor" materials"extremely poor" materials

Did the same thing happen in China?Did the same thing happen in China?
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Is My Home Seismically Safe?Is My Home Seismically Safe?
Depends on where you liveDepends on where you live
Local building codes applyLocal building codes apply
Many simple improvementsMany simple improvements

Home securely fastened to foundationHome securely fastened to foundation
Bolted to concrete slabBolted to concrete slab
Reinforce post homes to prevent shakingReinforce post homes to prevent shaking

Secure heavy objects to wallSecure heavy objects to wall
BookcasesBookcases
TelevisionsTelevisions

Safety glass in windows or cover with MylarSafety glass in windows or cover with Mylar
Secure gas hot water heater/stoveSecure gas hot water heater/stove

Adjustment to Earthquake Hazards?Adjustment to Earthquake Hazards?
Environment and Behavior, Vol. 32, No. 4, 461Environment and Behavior, Vol. 32, No. 4, 461--501 (2000)501 (2000)
DOI: 10.1177/00139160021972621DOI: 10.1177/00139160021972621

Household Adjustment to Earthquake Hazard Household Adjustment to Earthquake Hazard 

A Review of Research A Review of Research 

Michael K. Michael K. LindellLindell
Hazard Reduction & Recovery Center, Department of Construction SHazard Reduction & Recovery Center, Department of Construction Science, Department of cience, Department of 
Landscape Architecture, Urban Planning at Texas A&M University Landscape Architecture, Urban Planning at Texas A&M University 
Ronald W. Perry Ronald W. Perry 
School of Public Affairs at Arizona State University School of Public Affairs at Arizona State University 

Data from 23 studies confirm theoretical predictions that househData from 23 studies confirm theoretical predictions that householdsolds’’ adoption of earthquake adoption of earthquake 
hazard adjustments is correlated with their perceptions of the hhazard adjustments is correlated with their perceptions of the hazard and alternative adjustments, azard and alternative adjustments, 
demographic characteristics, and social influences. However, somdemographic characteristics, and social influences. However, some findings require modification of e findings require modification of 
existing theories of hazard adjustment. Examination of the methoexisting theories of hazard adjustment. Examination of the methods used in previous investigations ds used in previous investigations 
underscores a need for better theories, more complete testing ofunderscores a need for better theories, more complete testing of existing theories, and improved existing theories, and improved 
data analytic and data reporting procedures in future tests of tdata analytic and data reporting procedures in future tests of those theories. hose theories. 
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Dare to PrepareDare to Prepare
Prepare a Home Earthquake PlanPrepare a Home Earthquake Plan

Choose a safe place in every room Choose a safe place in every room 
Practice DROP, COVER, AND HOLD ON at least twice a yearPractice DROP, COVER, AND HOLD ON at least twice a year
Choose an outChoose an out--ofof--town family contacttown family contact
Consult a professional to find out additional ways you can proteConsult a professional to find out additional ways you can protect your home ct your home 
Take a first aid class from your local Red Cross chapterTake a first aid class from your local Red Cross chapter
Get training in how to use a fire extinguisherGet training in how to use a fire extinguisher
Inform babysitters and caregivers of your planInform babysitters and caregivers of your plan

Eliminate Hazards, IncludingEliminate Hazards, Including----
Bolt bookcases, china cabinets, and other tall furniture to wallBolt bookcases, china cabinets, and other tall furniture to wall studs studs 
Install strong latches on cupboardsInstall strong latches on cupboards
Strapping the water heater to wall studsStrapping the water heater to wall studs

Prepare a Disaster Supplies Kit For Home and Car, IncludingPrepare a Disaster Supplies Kit For Home and Car, Including----
First aid kit and essential medicationsFirst aid kit and essential medications
Canned food and can openerCanned food and can opener
At least three gallons of water per personAt least three gallons of water per person
Protective clothing, rainwear, and bedding or sleeping bagsProtective clothing, rainwear, and bedding or sleeping bags
BatteryBattery--powered radio, flashlight, and extra batteriespowered radio, flashlight, and extra batteries
Special items for infant, elderly, or disabled family membersSpecial items for infant, elderly, or disabled family members
Written instructions for how to turn off gas, electricity, and wWritten instructions for how to turn off gas, electricity, and water if authorities advise you to ater if authorities advise you to 
do sodo so
Keeping essentials, such as a flashlight and sturdy shoes, by yoKeeping essentials, such as a flashlight and sturdy shoes, by your bedsideur bedside

http://www.redcross.org/services/disaster/0,1082,0_583_,00.html

AssessmentAssessment (Geological/Geophysical Basic (Geological/Geophysical Basic 
Studies, Studies, 

Engineering aspects, Site Characteristics, Sociology Engineering aspects, Site Characteristics, Sociology 
and and 
Human Relations)Human Relations)

PreparednessPreparedness (Time Based Scale)(Time Based Scale)

During EarthquakeDuring Earthquake (Short Phenomenon)(Short Phenomenon)

Response Response (Time Based Scale)(Time Based Scale)

Recovery Recovery (Months, Years)(Months, Years)

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard
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Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard
Assessment

Seismology: Networks (seismic/strong motion), seismicity, focal 
mechanisms, attenuation, reflection & refraction, crust & upper mantle 
structure, tomography, modeling, historical earthquakes, 
paleoseismology, etc.
Geophysics: GPS, InSAR, gravity/magnetics, GPR, Remote sensing, 
etc.
Active Tectonics: Field structural geology, trenching, geomorphology, 
mapping of faults/folds/basins, Quaternary and Recent dating, imagery, 
etc.
Engineering Aspects: Engineering seismology, earthquake 
engineering, site characteristics (soil and bedrock), shallow drilling, 
structural engineering, testing & shaking, modeling, etc.
Sociology and Human Relations
Earthquake Economy and Insurance

Preparedness (Time Scale Based)

Long Term Planning (Years)

Medium Term Planning (Months)

Imminent Planning

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard
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Preparedness (Time Scale Based)

Long Term Planning (Years)

Individual/Family

Community/State

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard

Preparedness (Time Scale Based)

Long Term Planning (Years)

Individual/Family
Land Use (finding safe places to live/build)

Home Safety

Workplace Safety

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard
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Preparedness (Time Scale Based)
Long Term Planning (Years)

Individual/Family
Community/State

Land Use (finding safe places to live/build)
New Construction
Current Structures
Response Infrastructure
Public Education

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard

Preparedness (Time Scale Based)
Long Term Planning (Years)

Community/State 
Public Education
It is essential that the population is aware of 
and understands the basics of earthquake 
hazards: Schools and the media should be the 
focus of this education effort.
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Preparedness (Time Scale Based)

Medium Term Planning (Months)

Individual/Family (have an 

emergency plan)

Community/State

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard

Preparedness (Time Scale Based)
Medium Term Planning (Months)

Individual/Family
Community/State

Disaster Response/Recovery Planning 
Public Education
Maintaining Readiness/Response Capabilities
Communications

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard
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Preparedness (Time Scale Based)

Imminent Planning

Individual/Family

Community/State

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard

Preparedness (Time Scale Based)
Imminent Planning

Individual/Family
Emergency Supplies
Family Education
Preparing the Home

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard
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Preparedness (Time Scale Based)

Imminent Planning

Individual/Family

Community/State

Readiness (earthquake awareness)

Response Planning (utilities, transportation, 

industry)

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard

Response (Time Scale Based)

Immediate Response

Individual/Family

Red Cross

http://www.redcross.org/services/disaster/0,1082,0_583_,00.html

FEMA

http://www.fema.gov/hazards/earthquakes/equakes.shtm

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard
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Response (Time Scale Based)

Immediate Response

Individual/Family

Community/State

Response Efforts and Plans

Infrastructure Response and Communications

Issues of People (shelter, food, water)

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard

Response (Time Scale Based)

Response from Weeks to Months

Individual/Family

Community/State

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard
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Response (Time Scale Based)
Response from Weeks to Months

Individual/Family
Personal Safety
Home Safety

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard

Response (Time Scale Based)

Response from Weeks to Months

Individual/Family

Community/State

Infrastructure (building inspection)

Issues of People (medical care, relief housing, etc.)

Transition to Recovery (fix or destroy buildings)

Earthquake HazardEarthquake Hazard


